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CYMA Version 16 added the capability to formally support Act32 Local Income Tax reporting in CYMA.  

This includes both the ability to properly report Local Income Taxes in Box 18 of the W2 and to record 

and file local tax withholding information with the state on a quarterly basis.  In CYMA Version 16, you 

can establish a list of PSD Codes and associated rates, which are the key to proper tax reporting for 

Pennsylvania. 

Payroll Maintain Configuration – Set Up Multiple LIT Features 
The first step in the process is to ensure that you have multiple PA Local Income Tax features at the 

company level in Maintain Configuration.  If an employee moves during the year, you will need to show 

Local Income Tax withholding for each PSD Code on form W-2.  If an employee moves mid-quarter, you 

will need to show withholding amounts for each PSD code on quarterly tax reports.  This is accomplished 

by having one LIT feature on the employee record for each unique residence PSD code.   In the example 

below, there are three PA Local Tax features, enabling you to record (over time) three different PSD 

code residences for each employee. 
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Import PSD Codes 
Step two is to set up current PSD Codes and Rates into Maintain Configuration – Local Information.  You 

can either enter Codes and Rates manually or import them from a spreadsheet using System Manager – 

General Import. 

Enter PSD Codes Manually 

If your company uses only a few PSD codes across all employees, you may find it easy to simply enter 

the code and rate.  Go to Payroll – Maintain Configuration – Local Information.  Select State = PA and at 

the bottom of the data grid enter the 6 digit code, Tax Locality name, Total Resident Rate and Non-

Resident Rate.  Set the field “PSD Code?” equal to yes as shown below: 
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Import PSD Codes from a Spreadsheet 

If you deal with many PSD Codes, you may find it easier to import codes (up to and including all PSD 

Codes for the state) using the CYMA General Import. 

1. Download a list of PSD Codes and Current Rates from the state web site:  

http://munstats.pa.gov/Reports/ReportInformation2.aspx?report=EitWithCollector_Dyn_Excel&

type=O 

2. Edit the spreadsheet in Microsoft Excel – you only need four columns: 

a. Name 

b. PSD Code (6 digit number) 

c. Total Resident Rate 

d. Non-Resident Rate 

3. Save the spreadsheet as a “csv” file. 

4. Import the csv file using the CYMA General Import (see screen shots below): 

 

 

http://munstats.pa.gov/Reports/ReportInformation2.aspx?report=EitWithCollector_Dyn_Excel&type=O
http://munstats.pa.gov/Reports/ReportInformation2.aspx?report=EitWithCollector_Dyn_Excel&type=O
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In the example above, we have imported 2,619 PSD codes as show in Maintain Configuration – Local 

Information: 

 

 

Configure Work Site PSD Code Information – Maintain Locations 
Because setting the proper PSD Code and Rate information for an employee requires information about 

both the employee PSD Code and the Employer Location PSD Code we need a way to set the work site 

PSD Code.  This is done by using Maintain Location for the work-site and entering an employer PSD code 

for the location of the company. 
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Important:  After establishing Locations and assigning employer PSD codes to each location, verify 

that each employee is assigned to a Location in Maintain Employees.  You can manually choose the 

correct location or you can import assigned locations using the General Import. 

 

Setting Up Employees 
In Maintain Employee ensure that each employee has one or more PA Local Income Tax features.  Select 

the employee residence PSD Code in the “Locality” field.  Note that the PSD Code selected here should 

always be the PSD Code that matches the employee home address. 

 

When you select the employee PSD Code, the system will automatically compare the “Total Resident 

Rate” for the employee PSD with the “Non-Resident” rate of the Employer PSD Code (defined by the 

location assigned to the employee) and default the higher of the two rates into the “Employee %” 

field. 
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When Employees Move 
When an employee changes residence PSD location you will want to establish a new PA LIT feature for 

that employee and set the previously used LIT feature to “inactive”.  This will ensure that payroll checks 

generated from this point forward are “stamped” with the new PSD Code, and that existing check 

records still have the “old” PSD Code.  This will allow withholding information for both PSD Codes to 

flow to the quarterly report and the end of year form W2.  Do this each time an employee changes 

residence PSD codes. 
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Updating PSD Rates 
Currently, Pennsylvania updates PSD Codes/Rates twice per year.  Here is the process for getting new 

PSD rates on each employee: 

1. Download a new PSD Code spreadsheet from the state of Pennsylvania web site. Edit and save 

as a csv file. 

2. Import the new rates using the CYMA General Import for PSD Codes– using import method 

“Add+Update”. 

3. Use the General Import to “trigger” a new rate lookup for each employee.  This is done by using 

the General Import for Payroll Employee Local Income Taxes.  You’ll import a list of all employee 

ID’s and set the employee tax rate to 0 in the import.  Setting the tax rate to 0 is a trigger that 

tells CYMA to do a new rate lookup if the tax feature is indeed a PA PSD code.  We recommend 

that you contact CYMA support the first time you do this step of the process to ensure that it 

is completed properly. 

 

 

 


